Named for its unique architecture, Tower Hall was part of large building campaign that included the administration building now known as Lela Rainey Wood Hall. Opening in 1938, it was the largest constructed at Stephens at that time and has been home to many generations of students. It is part of the North Residential Quad.

All rooms are in suite configurations sharing a bathroom between them; all beds are standard twins.

There is an elevator located at the midpoint of the building at the east side of the north/south corridor.

**COMMON ROOMS**

There are two enclosed stair towers at the northeast and southeast corners of the building on the East side of the building. They are connected directly to the main north/south corridor.

There are two main lounges adjacent to the main entrance at the west of the building on the first floor.

Primary laundry facilities are located on the 1st floor, with an additional set in the lower level of the hall. (Remember laundry machines are free at Stephens!)

There is one communal kitchen on the lower level, at the south end of the main north/south corridor. It contains an electric range, fridge and microwave oven. There is an additional microwave located on each floor, with the exception of the first floor.

Campus Security is located on the lower level of Tower Hall which is also the closest hall to the library.
Tower Hall: Floor Plans
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